Abstract: Parsimoniously specified distributed lag models have enjoyed a resurgence under the MIDAS moniker (Mixed Data Sampling) as a feasible way to model time series observed at very different sampling frequencies. I introduce cointegrating mixed data sampling (CoMIDAS) regressions.
and Andreou et al. (2011) . The proliferation of empirical applications of MIDAS forecasting models include primarily output -e.g., Tay (2007) , Galvão (2008, 2009) , Hogrefe (2008) , Benjanuvatra (2009) , Frale and Montefort (2010) , Marcellino and Schumacher (2010) , and Kuzin et al. (2011) . Another common application of MIDAS is to modeling volatility -e.g., Ghysels et al. (2006) , Alper et al. (2008) , Chen and Ghysels (2010) , and Ghysels and Valkanov (2010) , and Ghysels et al. (2012) . Also, MIDAS forecasting models have been applied to study the effects of high-frequency monetary policy shocks (Armesto et al., 2009 , Francis et al., 2010 , inflation (Montefort and Moretti, 2013) , and the risk-return trade-off (Ghysels et al. 2005) .
The mixed-frequency framework of Ghysels et al. (2004) does not allow for the possibility of stochastic trends. On the other hand, some authors who have worked with macroeconomic series believed to contain stochastic trends, such as Clements and Galvão (2008) , have not explicitly considered the possibility that some series may share common trends -i.e., that they may be cointegrated.
In this context, I aim for three contributions to the existing mixed-frequency literature. First, I introduce cointegrating MIDAS (CoMIDAS) regressions, allowing for the possibility of common stochastic trends. 2 CoMIDAS regressions nest stationary MIDAS regressions, along the lines of Ghysels et al. (2004) , and difference-stationary MIDAS regressions, along the lines of Clements and Galvão (2008) , as special cases.
Second, I allow for the realistic possibility that the error term is correlated both serially and with the regressors. Such correlation may cause inconsistency in estimating structural parameters.
However, since MIDAS regressions are often used in forecasting, a more appropriate outcome is to minimize mean-squared forecast error (MSFE) or a similar loss function. I show that even with such correlation, nonlinear least squares (NLS) consistently estimates the minimum MSFE parameter vector for a class of models that nests the nonlinear ADL specification. The asymptotic distribution of the coefficient vector is Gaussian with a possibly singular variance, as expected.
The extension of the MIDAS framework in these two directions provides an analytical justification for the empirical MIDAS approach taken by previous authors, while developing a broader framework on which to base further analysis.
Third, I propose a novel test of a general MIDAS or CoMIDAS null against an even more general alternative. In contrast, the fundamentally different tests proposed by Andreou et al. (2010) posit a specific weighting scheme under the null, with a maintained hypothesis that the DGP is nested by the MIDAS specification under both the null and the alternative. I base the proposed test on a traditional variable addition test (VAT), where the variables added are linear combinations of the high-frequency regressors. The test is therefore feasible even if the alternative (unrestricted ADL) is infeasible due to very high-frequency regressors.
The remainder of the paper is structured along the following lines. I outline the basic cointegrating MIDAS framework in Section 1, and I recast these models in a more general regression framework that nests the nonlinear ADL specification as a special case. In Section 2, I derive the asymptotic distributions of the NLS estimator of the regression coefficients and of the reduced-form parameters underlying these coefficients. I then introduce the proposed test in Section 3, evaluating both its asymptotic distribution and small sample performance. In Section 4, I present an illustrative application to forecasting global real economic activity, and I conclude with Section 5.
Two appendices contain the formal modeling assumptions and proofs of the theoretical results.
Model Specification and Preliminaries
Abstracting for the moment from the mixed-frequency issue, the heart of the nonlinear MIDAS strategy involves using a model that allows the reduced-form parameters to enter nonlinearly when the data-generating process (DGP) is linear. Consider a general linear DGP given by
with n regressors (p t ) and for t = 1, ..., T .
The minimum MSFE forecast of △y T +1 is given by E [△y T +1 |F T ] = α ′ p T + E [ε T +1 |F T ], where F t denotes the information set defined on all variables in the model measurable at time t. In forecasting models, α is typically identified such that (ε t+1 ) is a martingale difference sequence (an mds) with respect to all past information, in which case E [ε t+1 |F t ] = 0. However, when α is a parameter vector in a structural model, it does not necessarily minimize MSFE. In that case, E [ε t+1 |F t ] = 0 is quite likely. 3 Now, suppose that (p t ) consists of both I(0) and I(1) regressors. Similarly to the notation of Phillips (1988) , define an orthogonal matrix H = (H 0 , H 1 ) such that p 0t ≡ H ′ 0 p t ∼ I(0) and
. H is block-diagonal, so that the block corresponding to the I(0) regressors and any prespecified I(0) cointegrating combinations of the I(1) regressors in (p t ) is a conformable identity matrix, while that corresponding to the additional I(1) regressors decomposes them into their linearly independent stochastic trends and cointegrating combinations. Thus, (p 0t ) contains the original I(0) regressors and both the prespecified and latent I(0) cointegrating combinations of the I(1) regressors, while (p 1t ) contains only the latent I(1) common stochastic trends. Recalling that there are n regressors, let the dimensions of (p 0t ) and (p 1t ) be denoted by n 0 and n 1 , so that n 0 + n 1 = n. The model in (1) may thus be written as
where
This specification is not an error correction model, but an alternative rotation of the regressor space could produce an equivalent error-correction model.
If all series in the model are I(0) (no stochastic trends), then clearly n 1 = 0. On the other hand, if the model contains only linearly independent I(1) regressors (no I(0) series and no cointegration), then clearly n 0 = 0, but also α 1 = 0 must hold in order to avoid a spurious regression. In the intermediate case, if the model contains some cointegrating relationships, then those cointegrating combinations are I(0) and are included in (p 0t ), while α 1 = 0, again, must hold. Imposing a unit root when the DGP does not contain one is clearly not desirable. Clements and Hendry (1995) suggested not imposing a unit root, but Christofferson and Diebold (1998) found that this practice leads to weaker forecasts when the DGP contains one. Hansen (2010) suggested averaging forecasts from models in which a unit root is imposed and not imposed when the smallest root of the DGP is uncertain but thought to be near unity. If the model contains any I (1) regressors, but the number of cointegrating relationships is unknown, then it is sensible to estimate α in the unrestricted model in (1) . The latent model in (2) is merely a theoretical construct similar to that of Phillips (1988) used to ascertain the limiting distribution of the least squares estimator of α.
Aside from the issues of different frequencies and possibly cointegrated regressors, a key problem is that the number of regressors n is too large relative to the sample size T for the model in (1) to be practical. In the extreme, n > T , in which case the model is infeasible.
Feasible Nonlinear Specification
As a feasible alternative, consider a simple forecasting model
with n coefficients given by g(θ). Define the spaces Θ ⊆ R g and G ⊆ R n such that g : Θ → G. θ is a g × 1 vector in the reduced-form parameter space Θ, the elements of which may enter the model linearly or nonlinearly, and the only reason for the departure from linearity is to address parameter proliferation in α. In the mixed-frequency context considered below, parameter proliferation results from observing some of the regressors at a very high frequency. For other regressors, the function g(θ) preserves the linearity of α. If the more parsimonious coefficient specification g(θ) nests α,
Although the model in (3) may be estimated directly using NLS, the rotation H simplifies the subsequent analysis of the estimator. Using this rotation and the notation (p 0t ) and (p 1t ) from above,
where g 0 (θ) ≡ H ′ 0 g(θ). As will be clear below, the stochastic trends (p 1t ) do not suffer from the type of parameter proliferation considered in this paper.
The important point of the nonlinear specification is that g << n, so that the nonlinear model in (3) is feasible, while the linear model in (1) may not be. (The asymptotic analysis in Section 2 below may be interpreted in this context, without resorting to the mixed-frequency motivation.
However, mixed frequencies are an important and empirically relevant motivation for the analysis.)
CoMIDAS Regressions
Before analyzing the general model in (3), I motivate cointegrating MIDAS regressions as a motivating example of (3). For the purposes of the asymptotic analysis below, this subsection may be skipped.
Suppose that a researcher wishes to "nowcast" (y t+1 ), which may be either I(0) or I(1), using a lag of the same series and using the contemporaneous information available from a set of high-frequency regressors. Specifically, assume that there are m high-frequency periods per single lowfrequency period, so that there are mT high-frequency observations available. In practice, m is finite and known, although it may be quite large.
Such a model may be written as
where the superscript (m) denotes that these series are observed at the higher frequency. Note the (fractional) ADL structure of the model. If the regressors are observed m = 12 months per year, for example, then k/m lags k months from December of each year.
Π k is a diagonal matrix of unknown weights assigned to each high-frequency regressor within the low-frequency period. For example, an annual average of each month (average or flat sampling)
has weights of 1/m for each of these high-frequency regressors. End-of-period sampling (a special case of selective or skip sampling), provides another example, in which the first weight is a unit, while the remaining weights are zeros.
Subtracting y t from both sides and manipulating x 
denotes a high-frequency difference, and the super-
t+1 is suppressed to signify that this term includes only low-frequency observations of the high-frequency regressors.
..., β ′ Π m−1 ), a direct analogy can be made between the mixed-frequency DGP in (6) and the general linear DGP in (1) . 4 Although α is nonlinear in β and Π k strictly speaking, the identifying restriction above enables identification of these parameters from estimation of α. Thus, all of the conditional mean parameters of (6) may be identified after estimating a linear model that generalizes to (1) .
The rotation H is defined such that (p 0t ) contains the prespecified cointegrating combinations of the lags of (x
, and the latent cointegrating combinations of (y t , x ′ t+1 ) ′ , while (p 1t ) contains the latent stochastic trends of (y t , x ′ t+1 ) ′ .
Clearly, parameter proliferation in (1) and (2) 
in levels, or
where the reduced-form parameter vector is θ = (ρ,
If all of the series are I(0) in the first place, then the model in (7) is similar to the MIDAS regression of Ghysels et al. (2004) . It may be estimated in levels. At the other extreme, if all of the series are I(1) and the researcher imposes zero cointegrating combinations, then the first-differenced model in (8) -but without the error correction term (ρ − 1)y t + β ′ x t+1 -is similar to the MIDAS regression of Clements and Galvão (2008) . In this sense, the regression in (8) generalizes these models.
The error correction term adds a richer specification, allowing the possibility of cointegration.
As mentioned above, A lag structure commonly employed in the MIDAS literature is the second-order exponential Almon lag. For the first diagonal of the weight matrix, the second-order exponential Almon polynomial may be written as
and the remaining diagonals are similar. They may depend on γ 1 and γ 2 , the first two elements of γ, if the weight structure is assumed to be the same for all regressor series, or they may depend on additional parameters contained in γ.
The literature posits alternative lag specifications, 7 but the exponential Almon lag is employed for its flexibility in mimicking reasonable economic assumptions about the relationship between the low-and high-frequency data. For example, if the regressand is observed at the lower frequency due to flat sampling, all of the weights π 1,s are 1/m for s = 1, ..., m and the second-order exponential Almon lag achieves this for γ 1 = γ 2 = 0. 8 If instead the optimal scheme is thought to be end-ofperiod sampling, then π 1,0 = 1 and π 1,s = 0 for s > 0, and the second-order exponential Almon lag provides an adequate approximation by setting, γ = (−5, −5) for m = 12, say. In either example, g(θ) specified using an exponential Almon lag nests the optimal weighting scheme embedded in α. 9
To illustrate the gain from this parsimonious parameterization, consider an example in which β is a scalar and m = 365 (days per year, e.g.). The model in (6) has 366 regressors and 367 parameters to be estimated. The identifying restriction 364 k=0 π k+1 = 1 allows the 367 parameters to be identified from the 366 × 1 parameter vector α. Using the second-order exponential Almon lag reduces the number of parameters to be estimated to only 4: ρ, β, and the 2 × 1 vector γ. A linear mixed-frequency model with 50 or even 100 years of annual and daily data, e.g., would not be feasible, but the nonlinear model would be.
Before returning to the less cumbersome notation of the previous subsection, note that the notation in (3) or (4) allows much more flexibility than that in (8). Additional I(0) or I(1) regressors and additional lags may be accommodated easily under the definitions of (p 0t ) and (p 1t ). Moreover, these do not all need to be observed at the same frequency and some may be observed at the same frequency as the regressand. Multiple frequencies among the high-frequency regressors may be allowed by defining m to be the lowest common multiple of the ratio of high frequencies to the low frequency of the regressand, resulting in some restrictive structure on the weights of the respective regressors. The function g 0 (θ) in (4) may be more flexible than the exponential Almon function to accommodate such cases.
The DGP and model may be augmented with deterministic trends. If the trends are included only in the cointegrating relationships, then they may be accommodated by p 0t without further modification. Unrestricted deterministic trends may be handled in the subsequent analysis by augmenting the rotation matrix H as Phillips (1988) did. Noting that deterministic trends pose no mixed-frequency problems, both the trends and their parameters would enter the model linearly.
The limiting distribution for α 1 below include detrended Brownian motions rather than Brownian motions, but with the same rate of convergence. Since allowing these trends would substantially complicate the notational burden with very little gain in intuition, I do not consider them further.
Minimum MSFE Parameter Vector and NLS Estimation
In order to simplify notation, I focus on the DGP and rotation in (1) and (2) and the nonlinear specification and rotation in (3) and (4) throughout the rest of this section and particularly for the asymptotic analysis of Section 2. As just shown, the latter model generalizes a cointegrating MIDAS regression, which allows me to draw conclusions about such regressions based on results using the more general model of (3) and (4).
Using the model in (3) to forecast a series with DGP given by (1), the MSFE may be written
, and I assume the existence of a unique solution at g(θ min ) = α min = α+M −1 N , so that the solution to the nonlinear optimization problem is given by a linear projection. In other words, the minimum MSFE for the nonlinear model is the same as that for the linear model. (For the proposed test, this assumption will be valid only under the null hypothesis that the parsimonious nonlinear model nests the linear DGP.) If the error is an mds with respect to (F t ), then N = 0 and α ′ p T gives the optimal forecast of △y T +1 .
To estimate the model in (3) for the purpose of forecasting, I consider the NLS estimator.
The NLS objective function may be written as
, and the NLS estimator is defined to beθ N LS = arg min θ∈Θ Q T (θ). Of course, numerical optimization is used to findθ N LS in practice. The minimization problem has a first-order condition of 0 =
As is typical with MIDAS models, note that a nonlinear estimator is used to estimate a linear projection that is assumed to be nested.
Asymptotic Properties of the NLS Estimator
In order to analyze the NLS estimator of θ in (3), I use the equivalent but latent model in (4). Let
) ′ denote the n + 1 stationary components of the rotated DGP in (2), where (p 0t ) and (p 1t ) are the I(0) and I(1) combinations of (p t ) defined above. Defining
and b 1t ≡ △p 1t allows a useful alternative partition:
I assume an invariance principle holds, such that
′ may be partitioned as above so that the variance Ω = ∆ ′ + Σ + ∆ may be partitioned as
similarly to (b t ). In other words, Ω 10 = (ω 1ε , Ω 1p ), etc. Subscripts on the contemporaneous variance Σ and one-sided long-run variance ∆ denote the same partition.
All of the asymptotics in this paper are low-frequency asymptotics, but these may be derived from a high-frequency rather than mixed-frequency DGP. For example, Chambers (2003) derived low-frequency asymptotics from a DGP defined by stocks and flows in continuous time using particular aggregations schemes, and Miller (2011) derived low-frequency asymptotics from a high-frequency DGP subject to general aggregation schemes. In these contexts, the low-frequency variance matrix Ω may be further defined in terms parameters of the continuous-time or highfrequency DGP for particular aggregation schemes, but I avoid the additional notation here.
I use the approach of Wooldridge (1994) to simultaneously establish consistency and asymptotic normality of the NLS estimatorθ N LS to the minimum MSFE parameter vector θ min , which, as noted above, is assumed to be a linear projection onto the regressor space that is nested by the parsimonious nonlinear model. The limiting distribution of the coefficient vector then follows from that of the reduced-form parameter vector. subvector (where g 0 + g 1 = g) driving the coefficients of both I (1) and cointegrating combinations of the I (1) regressors, such as β and ρ in the CoMIDAS model. Now, let
The following theorem gives the asymptotic distributions of the NLS estimator of the reducedform parameters and of the coefficients.
[a] the NLS estimator of the reduced-form parameters has a limiting distribution given by
and, therefore,
[b] the coefficient estimator has a limiting distribution given by
The result is more robust than the consistency result of Andreou et al. (2010) in the sense that both I(0) and I(1) regressors are allowed and in the sense that consistency to the minimum MSFE parameter vector does not require (ε t+1 ) to be an mds -the error may be correlated both serially and with the regressors. Further, part [b] shows that the coefficient estimates of the I(0) regressors or prespecified cointegrating combinations of the I(1) regressors have the expected rate of convergence with a large n 0 ×n 0 variance. However, note that the variance has a reduced rank of g 0 < n 0 from the parsimonious specification.
It follows from Theorem 1 that
for the whole coefficient vector. The result is normal, but with a rank-deficient covariance matrix.
The rank deficiency originates from two sources: (i) the superconsistency to zero of the coefficients on the stochastic trends, a typical result for models with cointegrated regressors, and (ii) the derivative of the coefficient vector with respect to the parsimonious reduced-form parameter vector, a typical result for nonlinear models. H 0 could be estimated if more information about the cointegrating relationships were specified, but it does not need to be estimated or known in order to make forecasts or to conduct the test introduced below.
It is instructive to consider the special case in which (ε t+1 ) is uncorrelated serially and with the regressors and the model has only I(0) regressors. In this case, H is an identity matrix and some algebra shows that (κ ′ ⊗ E ′ )Ξ(κ ⊗ E) simplifies to σ 2 ε Σ pp . The limiting distribution of the reduced-form parameters simplifies to σ ε (ϕ ′ 0 Σ pp ϕ 0 ) −1/2 N(0, I), which is analogous to results in Section 3.2 of Andreou et al. (2010) for the mixed-frequency case. 11 NLS procedures in standard software packages may be used.
In addition to this special case, suppose that the linear estimator is feasible. The projection matrix ϕ 1 (ϕ ′ 1 ϕ 1 ) −1 ϕ ′ 1 becomes full rank and is therefore an identity matrix, and the limiting distribution further reduces to N(0, σ 2 ε Σ −1 pp ). Thus, the least squares estimator (of an unrestricted MIDAS model) may be viewed as a special case of the NLS estimator.
Testing for MIDAS and CoMIDAS
A MIDAS or CoMIDAS approach provides a convenient way to allow the aggregation weights to be determined by the data. However, the nonlinear specification necessarily imposes restrictions. Two types of tests are useful in this context: a test that can distinguish between nonlinearly specified MIDAS weights and completely specified weights (i.e., imposed aggregation), and a test that can distinguish between nonlinearly specified MIDAS weights and completely unspecified weights (i.e., an unrestricted ADL model). Andreou et al. (2010) propose several tests of the first type. In particular, they are concerned with the null of flat sampling against a MIDAS alternative. Their tests should also be valid in a CoMIDAS setting, as long as the error is uncorrelated serially and with the regressors, as they assume.
If the unrestricted ADL model is feasible, a test of the second type could be constructed along the lines of the likelihood ratio test proposed by Godfrey and Poskitt (1975) for a non-exponential Almon lag structure. The possibility of an infeasible alternative suggests the need for a test of the second type that is robust to this possibility. I propose such a test in this section. The asymptotic analysis of the previous section is valid under the null.
A MIDAS Variable Addition Test
To introduce the test, I consider the mixed-frequency DGP given by (5) or (6). Re-indexing allows a slightly different but equivalent notation in order to emphasize the weights to be tested, so that
equivalently to the DGP in (6). The general notation of (1) is still valid by letting
, but that notation is too general for the purpose of this test.
Consider a test of the scalar weights (π ak ) on the a th regressor (x (m) a,t−k/m ). To focus on these weights, let π a = (π a2 , ..., π am ) ′ denote a vector of all but the first weight and let β a denote the a th element of the vector β. Re-order and decompose
a,t+1−s/m ) ′ and p −at is defined to be the remaining elements of p t . Similarly, let α ′ = (α ′ a , α ′ −a ), where α ′ a ≡ β a π ′ a and α −a contains the other elements of α, one of which will be β a . The DGP may be rewritten as
using this notation.
Introducing a MIDAS specification only for the a th regressor parameterizes the weight vector π a with the reduced-form parameter vector γ, so that the model to be tested is
using this notation. The MIDAS model in (13) is not equivalent to that in (8), because only one regressor is parsimoniously specified for the purpose of the test. However, it still generalizes to that in (3), validating the asymptotics of the previous section under the null.
The test has a null that (13) nests (12) -i.e., that the parsimonious nonlinear MIDAS specification of the weights for the a th regressor in (13) is adequate. The alternative posits that (13) does not nest (12) -i.e., that the nonlinear MIDAS specification is inadequate in comparison with the unrestricted model in (12), which may be infeasible due to large (but finite) m. If the alternative is true, then the null model will suffer from latent nonlinearity due to β a (π ′ a − π ′ a (γ))p at in the error.
Therefore, the first step of the test is as follows.
Step 1: Estimate the null model in (13) using NLS. Obtain the residual series (η t+1 ) and the estimated linear combination of the high-frequency regressorsp at ≡ π ′ a (γ)p at .
The NLS residual series iŝ
where the NLS subscript is omitted from the estimators for brevity. The second term of (14) differs from zero asymptotically for two possible reasons: N = 0, so that NLS does not consistently estimate β a π a (which is not β a,min π a,min in that case), or the null is not true, in which case π a (γ)
does not nest π a and inconsistency results from neglected nonlinearity. In order to test for latent nonlinearity, these two causes must be distinguished.
A solution is offered by a variable addition test. Regressing (η t+1 ) onto (p at ) should capture all of the correlation between (ε t+1 ) and (p at ), as well as estimation error in (β a π a (γ)−β a π a ) from that correlation. However, (ε t+1 ) should not be correlated with any other linear combinations of (p at ) under the null. Any remaining error in this ancillary regression stems from neglected nonlinearity under the alternative. So, controlling for (p at ), (η t+1 ) should not be correlated with any other linear combination of (p at ) under the null, but should be correlated under the alternative.
Let W denote an (m − 1) × q matrix of q ≤ m − 1 other arbitrary linear combinations of p at .
The proposed test is based on the ancillary regression
A null of ς W = 0 coincides with a MIDAS null -i.e., that (13) nests (12).
Step 2: Run the ancillary regression in (15) and calculate a serial correlation-robust Wald test of
The Wald test takes the form Tς ′
WΥ

−1
Wς W , whereΥ W denotes a consistent estimator of the asymptotic variance Υ W of the least squares estimatorς W .
The need to allow for serial correlation comes from potential serial correlation in both (ε t+1 ) and (p t ). Denoting by (p at ) the residuals from regressing (W ′ p at ) onto (p at ), a Newey-West-type estimator of the formΥ W = (T −1 tp atp
is appropriate. When either (ε t+1 ) and (p t ) are both serially uncorrelated or when (ε t+1 ) is uncorrelated serially and with (p t ), a standard Wald test (an F-test multiplied by q) may be used. Note that (p at ) does not contain any I (1) 
Small-sample Performance of the Test
I perform simulations on a simple DGP for (y t+1 ) with ρ = 0, scalar β = β a = 10, and no additional covariates. Specifically, I use y t+1 = β a π ′ a p at +β a x t+1 +ε t+1 , where letting p −at = x t+1 and α −a = β a makes the model directly comparable with that in (12). Letting u
I consider a high-frequency DGP for the regressor and error given by u
for ̺ = 0, 1 and c = 0, 1/2. As such, the regressor is I(̺) and its innovations may or may not be correlated with the error term, depending on c. The error is aggregated in the same way as the regressor in order to calculate the low-frequency regressand.
I set m = 12, as would be the case with an annual regressand and monthly regressor, and I consider T = 25, 50, 100. If T represents years in the sample, then mT represents months. All of the asymptotics above are as T → ∞, so the sample sizes here are quite small but realistic for macroeconomic series.
I consider weights generated by 12 DGPs consisting of 6 nulls and 6 alternatives. The null models nest the MIDAS specification in (13), using an exponential Almon lag with γ equal to (0, 0), (−5, −5), (1, 1), (−0.5, 0.04), (0.5, −0.04), and (0.005, 0.02), labeled H 0 (j) with j = 1, ..., 6.
The first of these is simply a flat aggregation scheme characteristic of average sampling. The second two assign unit weights to the first (temporally last) high-frequency regressor and the last (temporally first) high-frequency regressor, respectively, and zero to the remaining high-frequency regressors, characteristic of selective sampling.
The last three are illustrated in the top panels of Figure 1 . Specifically, H 0 (4) assigns more weight to the high-frequency regressors near the beginning and end of the low-frequency interval, H 0 (5) assigns more to those in the middle, and H 0 (6) assigns a gently increasing weight structure moving from the end to the beginning.
The bottom six panels of Figure 1 show six alternatives not nested by the exponential Almon lag. These panels also show the best fit, in the sense of min θ∈Θ g(θ) − α , using the second-order exponential Almon lag. A higher-order exponential Almon lag might better approximate some of these alternatives, but because the point of this exercise is to demonstrate the power of the test, only the second-order exponential Almon lag described in Section 1 is employed. I perform each simulation 10, 000 times, and able 2 shows percentages of rejections using a test with a nominal size of 0.05. These are size under the six nulls and power against the six alternatives.
The test appears to be extremely powerful against all of the alternatives except H A (2) -even at the small sample size of 25. Recall from Figure 1 that the exponential Almon lag approximates H A (2) quite well, so low power against this alternative in a small sample is not at all surprising.
Imposing the exponential Almon structure should not change the fit substantially, so a rejection might not be desirable in this case.
Compared to a nominal size of 0.05, the test appears to be undersized or correctly sized for most cases considered with a sample size as small as 50. For a sample size of 25, size distortion is more noticeable. However, none of the sizes appear larger than 0.10 except for H 0 (4) with I (1) regressors having first differences correlated with the error term.
An Application to Nowcasting Economic Activity
To illustrate the utility of CoMIDAS regressions, I consider a simple exercise of nowcasting annual log global real economic activity (RGDP) using past RGDP and monthly financial covariates measured over the same period.
A major factor of production in any modern economy is energy, and the global economy is highly dependent on hydrocarbons and their substitutes. Oil use is particularly prevalent and its price naturally affects that of other energy sources. Although demand for and supply of oil in the United
States were major movers of oil prices before the 1970s, the OPEC era changed the landscape of oil supply in the 1970s and into the 1980s. By the late 1980s, the market power of OPEC had collapsed. Moreover, the growth of emerging economies, such as China, has fueled large demand increases in the last few decades. With a relatively inelastic supply of oil in both short-and longrun senses, demand has become an important driver of price. Hotelling (1931) provided theoretical models for the price of an exhaustible resource, such as oil. His perfect competition model provides a basis for a linear trend in the log of prices. Under the more realistic assumption of imperfect competition, Hotelling noted the importance of demand in determining price. Moreover, a number of recent papers have emphasized the role of demand in determining oil prices -e.g., Barsky and Kilian (2004) , Kilian (2008 Kilian ( , 2009 , and Hamilton (2009).
Hamilton (2009) noted the stability of the relationship between US real GDP and US oil consumption over time. Extrapolating such a relationship to other developed and developing economies, and since oil is a factor production in global output and is traded globally, global real economic activity is a reasonable proxy for oil demand. Kilian (2009) and Ni (2011) also made this argument, the latter noting empirical evidence supporting cointegration of linearly detrended log real oil prices (ROIL) with linearly detrended RGDP since 1986.
Another type of series that may be tied to global real economic activity is an index for international maritime shipping rates, such as the one constructed by Kilian (2009) , later found to be cointegrated with oil prices by He et al. (2010) . As noted by Klovland (2002) and others, maritime shipping is linked with economic activity. 12 In this light, such an index may be viewed as a leading indicator of economic activity. The Baltic Dry Index (BDI or RBDI for log real BDI) is one such index.
The goals of this exercise are to forecast RGDP using the high-frequency informational content from ROIL and RBDI using a CoMIDAS specification and to illustrate the use of the proposed MIDAS test. Although the reasons for using these predictors is theoretical, the model is strictly a forecasting model. Thus, the coefficients may be interpreted as the minimum MSFE coefficients, rather than structural parameters, and the error term may be interpreted as a martingale difference sequence of forecasting error.
The model I estimate is a MIDAS parameterization of (11). Specifically, I estimate
where (△y t ) is linearly detrended RGDP and (x (m)
t−s/m ) is linearly detrended RBDI and ROIL. 13 The diagonal weight matrix Π s is 2 × 2 with diagonal elements π 1s (γ 1 , γ 2 ) and π 2s (γ 3 , γ 4 ), and I use a second-order exponential Almon lag specification as described in (9). 14 As benchmarks, I compare the MIDAS model with exponential Almon lag to (a) a simple AR (1) The proposed MIDAS test has a general MIDAS null against a non-nested alternative. The test is also valid for more specific MIDAS-nested nulls, such as flat or EOP weighting schemes. I test all three of the nowcasting models against a more general but possibly infeasible alternative. With a small sample and the possibility of collinearity in mind, the number of instruments (variables to add) for the test should be kept small, while still providing diverse weighting schemes to detect neglected nonlinearity under the alternative. To this end, I choose four instruments using weighting schemes described by H 0 (4), H A (1), H A (5), and H A (6) above. Even with the small sample size, the simulation results in the previous section suggest that size distortion should not be very problematic.
I use the variance estimatorΥ W above with k = −1, 0, 1, noting that increasing the endpoints does not qualitatively affect the results. In fact, using only k = 0 generates somewhat similar results (not shown). Table 4 shows the results of tests across the various overlapping samples for each of the two lag polynomials separately. Looking at RBDI, the failure to reject all three of the nowcasts over almost all samples suggests that any of these three schemes adequately captures the informational content of this predictor. Specifically, we cannot reject the null of no neglected nonlinearity from misspecification. For RBDI, the parameter reduction of the flat or EOP aggregation schemes may be preferable (in-sample) to the MIDAS scheme.
The results are much different for ROIL. The test firmly rejects the flat scheme in almost every sample. On the other hand, the EOP and MIDAS schemes are generally not rejected. This evidence suggests that weighting schemes that give more weight -or are flexible enough to give more weight -to the real oil price near the end of the year provide a better (in-sample) fit.
Even in cases where the second-order exponential Almon lag structure does not show an insample improvement sufficient to warrant the nonlinear parameterization, the overall out-of-sample forecasting results are greatly improved by allowing some flexibility -i.e., a mixed-frequency model -rather than no flexibility at all -i.e., an aggregated low-frequency model.
Concluding Remarks
The MIDAS specification introduced by Ghysels et al. (2004) provides a very useful parsimonious specification for regression and forecasting using high-frequency regressors. Asymptotic analyses by Ghysels and his coauthors support a range of mixed-frequency models for which the nonlinear specification may be useful. This paper broadens that range substantially by introducing CoMIDAS regressions, allowing for the possibility of cointegration of series that contain unit roots. Moreover, the asymptotic analysis allows for the possibility of correlation of the error term serially and with the regressors. In this light, my results extend the asymptotic validity of the MIDAS approach to more realistic modeling assumptions.
Further, I present a simple variable addition test of the MIDAS null against a more general ADL specification. The test is feasible even when the number of high-frequency regressors is large relative to the low-frequency sample size, which is precisely when the MIDAS specification is most useful. Both asymptotic and simulated results suggest that the test suffers very little size distortion, while enjoying substantial power in relatively small samples.
An application to nowcasting global real economic activity using contemporaneous real oil prices and an index of real maritime shipping prices illustrates the utility of CoMIDAS regressions and of the proposed MIDAS variable addition test. Test results show the in-sample adequacy of a MIDAS specification, and the RMSFEs reveal the dominance of a MIDAS specification over simpler aggregation techniques.
Appendix A: Formal Assumptions
I make the following assumptions about the nonlinear function g.
[N1] The third derivative matrix of g(θ) exists and is bounded in a neighborhood of θ min .
[N2] There exists a unique θ min ∈ int(Θ) such that g(θ min ) = α min .
Note that since Θ is a subset of the real line that does not need to be compact or closed, a limiting solution of ±∞ is still an interior solution as long as the derivative of g (θ) is zero at that limit. In other words, g(θ) may have a horizontal asymptote. 16 I make the following assumptions about the time series in the model and their moments.
[A1] M > 0.
[A3] (v t ) is iid with finite second and fourth moments and zero third moments.
Assumptions [A1] ensures the invertibility of M . This assumption does not rule out cointegrated regressors, because the cointegrating combinations are contained in (p 0t ). It merely rules out redundant cointegrating relationships. Assumptions [A2] and [A3] allow multivariate versions of the LLN, CLT, and IP of Phillips and Solo (1992) . In order to allow for the possibility of common innovations, the matrices Ψ s do not need to be square. 17 The cases of MIDAS models with iid and I(0) autoregressive regressors considered by Andreou et al. (2010) are special cases of Assumptions [A2] and [A3] , up to the assumption on the third moment. On the other hand, the main asymptotic results below should hold under more general assumptions, as long as the limits collected in Lemma B hold. A generalization to weakly dependent heterogeneous processes, for example, would allow ARCH in both the regressors, another case considered by Andreou et al. (2010) , and in the error term.
Proof of Theorem 1. For part [a] , Assumptions [N1] and [N2] ensure that conditions (i) and (ii) of Wooldridge's (1994) Theorem 10.1 are satisfied. I next verify condition (iv) and then condition (iii) last.
to be the gradient vector and Hessian ma- N ) and using the first-order condition, these
The rescaled gradient may be written as
by inserting HH ′ = I and noting that θ 0 is defined so as not to enter g 1 (θ). Looking at each
consequently. For the rows corresponding to the I(0) and cointegrated regressors,
The remaining rows may be written as Looking at the second term of Hessian, the ng×g matrix of second derivatives ∂vec(∂g(θ) ′ /∂θ)/∂θ ′ may be written as (H ⊗ I)∂vec(∂g(θ) ′ H/∂θ)/∂θ ′ . The matrix ∂vec(∂g(θ) ′ H/∂θ)/∂θ ′ has zeros in the block consisting of the last gn 1 rows and first g 0 columns, due to the partitioning of θ = (θ ′ 0 , θ ′ 1 ) ′ and the subsequent fact that ∂g(θ) ′ H 1 /∂θ 0 = 0. Post-multiplying this matrix by ν
where the matrices V 00 (θ) (gn 0 × g 0 ), V 11 (θ) (gn 1 × g 1 ), and V 01 (θ) (gn 0 × g 1 ) are defined by the second derivatives. Further, (T P ′ T H ⊗I) may be decomposed as (
, as already shown. Premultiplying by ν −1
T then renders the entire term asymptotically negligible. Condition (iv) of Wooldridge (1994) is thus satisfied.
Finally, condition (iii) requires that a positive increasing sequence µ T exists, such that µ T ν −1
where Θ T ≡ {θ ∈ Θ : ||µ T (θ − θ min )|| ≤ 1} is a sequence of shrinking neighborhoods of θ min .
The matrix inside the norm in (16) is
where h(θ) ≡ ∂g(θ)/∂θ ′ and k(θ) ≡ ∂vec(∂g ′ (θ)/∂θ)/∂θ ′ , and as usual a fixed argument means the respective derivatives evaluated at that argument. Condition (iii) requires that there exists a sequence (µ T ) such that (17) is o p (1) for an arbitrary point of evaluation θ * ∈ Θ T .
Define ̟ T to be the main diagonal of the diagonal matrix ν T . Similarly to Chang et al. (2009) ,
for arbitrarily small δ > 0, so that θ * is on the boundary of At θ * , the first term of (17) may be written as −ν
Similarly, the second term of (17) may be written as −ν
T . Some rather involved matrix manipulations show that these terms are at most O p (T −1/2+δ ), due to the fact that ∂∂g(θ) ′ H 1 /∂θ 0 = 0.
There exists some small δ > 0 such that this is o p (1).
The second term of (17) may be written as −ν
T . By the same logic, this term is also o p (1), so that (16) 
and O(T −1 ) subvectors of dimension n 0 and n 1 . The result follows by noticing that H ′ 1 H is just the matrix that selects the last n 1 rows of the subsequent matrix of n rows.
Proof of Theorem 2. Since π a (γ) → p π a (γ min ) from the previous theorem, we may write
where α a is the subvector of α corresponding to the a th regressor in (13). Let
that HF a = (F 0a , 0), because the first m − 1 regressors do not need to be rotated and therefore the corresponding block of H is an identity matrix and the last n 1 regressors (in H 1 ) are not selected by F a , so that F 1a = 0. 
) from the residuals in the regression in (13), but using the more compact notation of (3). Under the null, the first-order condition is
, similarly to ν T but conformably with the rows rather than columns of h(θ).
T follow from the proof of the previous theorem and the consistency ofθ as a result of that theorem. The limit of π The preceding results allow
pp projects the subsequent n 0 -vector orthogonally onto the space orthogonal to the span of the variance of the I(0) regressors that have coefficients that are linear in the reduced-form parameters under both the null and the alternative. This matrix is identically zero if the first-stage regression is estimated using least squares, as may be expected. Otherwise, when NLS is used, the matrix projects onto the span of the variance of the I(0) regressors that have coefficients that are nonlinear in the reduced-form parameters under the null. These include the m − 1 high-frequency observations of the a th regressor.
As a result of the preceding convergences,
pp , a (q + 1) × n 0 matrix. Because Q 1 projects onto a space that includes the span of the m − 1 regressors tested in the hypothesis and F 0a selects exactly these regressors, the matrix
pp F 0a has rank m − 1. Thus, the rank of ϑ(κ ′ ⊗ E ′ )Ξ(κ ⊗ E)ϑ ′ is given by min(m − 1, q + 1). The variance of the estimator of the q-dimensional subvector ς W has a rank of min(m−1, q), which is q by construction. 
where (v 0,t ) is an mds by Assumption [A3] . This expression is
Similarly to Phillips and Solo (1992) , a Beveridge-Nelson decomposition may be applied to the matrix polynomial Ξ rs (z), so that Ξ rs (z) = Ξ rs (1) 
(Ξ r0 (L)△w r0,t +Ξ 0r (L)△w 0r,t ) , and the first term in square brackets drives the asymptotic results.
Under Assumptions [A2] and [A3] the LLN and CLT for variances of Phillips and Solo (1992) apply directly to elements of w rs,t that are squares of single elements of v t . The generalization of their asymptotics to multivariate series requires generalizing the LLN and CLT to covariances, the details of which are tedious but follow in a straightforward manner along the lines of their proofs. A sufficient condition that Phillips and Solo (1992) The last inequality follows from the properties of matrix norms (e.g., Lütkepohl, 1996, pg. 111) . Similarly to Phillips and Solo (1992) , the second squarebracketed term of (18) may be shown to be o p (T 1/2 ), so that it may be ignored in both parts [a] and [b] . The limiting variance in part [b] is the variance of the square-bracketed expression in the first term of (18).
The proofs of parts [c] and [d] follow from standard asymptotic arguments using the invariance principle of Phillips and Solo (1992) . 10 See Appendix A for a list and discussion of these assumptions.
11
The variance ofβ N LS alone may be further isolated by conditioning on the remaining estimators inθ N LS , as in line (3.4) of their paper.
12 Klovland's (2002) analysis focused on pre-WW1 data. Using more recent data from the World Bank and UNCTAD, international trade accounted for roughly 21% of world GDP in 2009. 13 As is well-known, regressing out a linear trend from a model with I(1) series changes the limiting distributions of moments involving the I(1) series. Specifically, the corresponding component of the limiting distribution of the rotated estimator of the parameter vector is altered by the linear trend.
Note that this is O p (T −1/2 ) in the limiting distribution of the unrotated vector in (10), and that the deterministic trends do not change that rate. Thus, the main effect of the trend is on the component that is collapsing to zero anyway. Moreover, the limiting distribution of the MIDAS test is unaffected.
14 Since the coefficients of the lag polynomial are exponential in their parameters, I restrict the parameter space of γ to the hypercube bounded by (−5, 1) using a piecewise logistic function with each piece having equal derivatives at zero. These bounds were chosen so as not to restrict the weighting schemes for m = 12. There is no numerical difference -up to rounding error -between, say, (γ 1 , γ 2 ) = (−5, −5) and (γ 1 , γ 2 ) = (−6, −5). This transformation of the parameter space mutes the numerical sensitivity of the algorithm, providing more stable parameter estimates.
15 The global real GDP series is from The Conference Board's Total Economy Database (TED).
Real oil price and real shipping rate series are created by dividing the West Texas Intermediate spot oil price series and the Baltic Dry Index by the US producer price index (all commodities). I take logs of the resulting series.
16 This allowance is important in a MIDAS regression with exponential Almon lag, since the second-order lag may best approximate particular weighting schemes as γ 1 or γ 2 approach ±∞.
For example, end-of-period sampling is approximated as γ 2 → −∞. 
t−1/2 ), (△x t ) has innovations of (v t ), while (△ (1/2) x (2) t ) has innovations of (v (2) t ) only. Note: Significance at 5% noted. Critical Value = 9.5. 
